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“Behind every strong person, is a story that gave them no choice”


- Maya Angelou -


“I knew I was in the right place and on the right path when I started feeling peace where I would have previously 
felt anguish”


“Value yourself for who you are and don’t allow others to dictate your value. 
Trust yourself, think for yourself, form your own opinions & make your own decisions. 

Most importantly, refuse to compare yourself to others. You are unique. 
Those who love you unconditionally will support, encourage and let you know how special you are, how 

important what matters to you, matters to them”



Self Assessment
"Remember that not getting what you want is sometimes a wonderful stroke of luck.” —Dalai Lama  

It is incredibly difficult when we:

Find ourself in a place we did not anticipate, with a feeling or mindset we did not expect, not knowing how we got here or how to get out. 

Feel like we understand our past experiences and that should be enough to shift our mentality and external experience. 

Realise that every avenue we take and each new relationship, business achievement, business position or location we shift ourselves into 
does not bring us out.

However…

This believe it or not, actually is the opportunity for growth. Every situation, conversation, rejection, approval and recognition, brought us to 
the point where we chose what to accept or not, what to hide from or not, what to decide was important to us (our foundations) or not. 


Every situation provided the opportunity to look at what we believed and whether this was actually aligned to how we wish to live, be 
accountable, grow, love, listen, learn and lead.


It is an opportunity to free ourself from that which has been holding us back and realising that the only thing holding us back, is not other 
people, experiences, positions or places: it is ourself and how we choose to interpret the words and influence, positive or negative from 
others.

Often when people say what they think is best for us, actually is best for them. When we follow our heart not our fear, it is always best for us.



Measuring State
Let’s begin by asking yourself:

1. What is Going On for You ?

2. What problem/ issue/ challenge is affecting you right now ? 


Let's Break that Down: 

3. How specifically is this a problem for you right now ? 


1. What else ? And ? Anything else ?

4. What specifically do you tell yourself, what do you Feel, Hear or See that says this is important ? 


1. What else ?

2. Can you share an example of this ? 

3. What else ? And ? Anything else ?


5. How would you like it to be ? Who would you like to Be ? 

6. What would you like to be hearing - seeing - feeling and/ or telling yourself ? 


1. What else ? And ? Anything else ?



Reflecting on Past Pain
When you consider something which is causing you grief. 
When you think about something which causes you pain that keeps you 
from what you desire most.


1. What is this choice costing you right now ?


2. What will be the consequences of keeping this behaviour ?


3. If you don’t change this behaviour what will be the outcome ?


4. What will happen if you keep going down this path ?


5. What is the benefit of this choice ?


6. Whatever does it give you if you stay the way it is ?


7. How do you do that? I’m curious to find out why you want so much pain ? 


8. Now that you realise that what does it give you that acting wouldn’t ?


9. What do you like about this choice ? 

10. What don’t you like about the current choice ? 


11. What has it cost you in the past ?


12. What does it cost others ?


13.What is it going to cost you in a year ? 3yrs ? 5yrs ? 


14. What are you choosing to tolerate ? 


15. If you were choosing what are you tolerating ?


16. What do you not experience when you do that old pattern ? 


17. What are you missing out on ?


18. How is your old pattern getting to you what you do desire ?



How Would You Like it to Be ?
OK now let’s look at how we can shift this to how you would 
like it to be:


1. If you were to do this differently, what would that be ?


2. If you could create this and change how would you feel 


3. If you were to think about this how could you do things 
differently ?


4. What would be the most important for changing this right 
now ?


5. Now as you think about it what would you change now ?


6. What would be the downside of changing this around ?


7. What would it cost then to change ?

1. What is your compelling reason why you want to shift 
this ?


2. What did you get by not doing this before ? 


3. What will changing this give you?


4. What will you not be tolerating? 


1. If you say everything it is excessive - what 
specifically will change


5. What are you going to have instead?


6. What will this allow you to do?


7. What will other people notice?



Exercise
CONSCIOUSLY CONNECTING TO SELF:


• Close your eyes


• Breathe In your Nose (count to four)


• - hold for 3 seconds


• Breathe Out your Mouth (count five to ten)


• - repeat 3 x times


• Imagine the feeling you have right now

• Where do you feel this ?


• Head - Chest - Neck - Stomach - Back - Legs - Arms - Feet (front or 
back)


• Is there a colour or is it black & white

• Is it clear or is it hazy/ bright or dull


• Do you hear sounds ?

• Are they loud or soft

• Fast or Slow

• Near or Far

OBSERVATION:


• Hold that space


• Hold that vision, those sounds, that feeling, notice them and how 
they attach to the feeling you we're experiencing.


• When we notice and give a name to as much information as we 
recognise, we are able to recognise it when it next appears & see 
that the experience is outside you.


• This exercise allows you to respond instead of react


• How will that be : to be empowered : to see your self-worth, 
forward direction, align to what matters and is important to you ?



End of Module.Four

Let’s check-in with one another


Given all you have just gone through, the exercises you’ve completed and the deep questions you’ve 
answered as you would in a professional Coaching session, now is the time to organise a private one 

to one call with myself


Match your schedule to mine at:


www.calendly.com/lifebeginsnow

http://www.calendly.com/lifebeginsnow


Click to your Fifth Module
Meditations
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